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Andrea Zittel: Works on Paper, 27. 11. 2020–
13. 2. 2021, Sprüth Magers, Berlin

Andrea Zittel, eternal border crosser between architecture, design and art, takes
„life-shaping“ at its word and turns it into an œuvre. Part of this constructive cosmos is
also her graphic work. The Berlin gallery Sprüth Magers shows a selection from 27. 11.
2020 to 13. 2. 2021..

Courtesy the artist and Sprüth Magers // Study for Planar Configuration Variant #10, 2019 Watercolor and gouach on paper 57.5 × 76.2 cm 22 5/8 × 30 inches // Photo by Timo
Ohler // © Andrea Zittel

Andrea Zittel is a Californian sculptor and installation artist. Just as American painter Georgia
O’Keefe was drawn to the desert, she has lived in the Mojave Desert near Joshua Tree since
1999. Here she practices what she calls Experiments in Living. At zittel.org, she announces it
right from the start: Her enterprise is called A-Z and, as the designation (besides the meaning
by her initials) suggests, it is all-encompassing. Her work addresses all aspects of everyday life.
Home furniture, clothing, food are just broad categories. She builds cabins in vast landscapes,
creates installation-like furniture structures, weaves and sews fabrics, and grows vegetables in
metal bins. Andrea Zittel sees everyday items as objects of investigation. With them she tries
exploring human nature and the „social construction of needs.“ She is one of those creative
people who bring life and work together in an artistic research project. Andrea Zittel stands for
an investigative art of living.
Journal a, Online, 24 January 2021
By Özlem Özdemir
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From the extensive creative spectrum of the artist, Galerie Sprüth Magers selects a particular
niche: graphics. They testify to the abstract way of working that accompanies the tangible
projects that are close to life. The clearly recognizable theme of the 26 new works on paper is
structure.
Andrea Zittel’s compositions consist of vertical and horizontal lines and rectangular surfaces,
some of which are coloured. Part of the displayed pieces belongs to the series Vast and
Specific (2020), which depict planar forms and are reminiscent of graphic elements such as
public space signage and print design set in painted watercolour landscapes. The latter is a
reference to the artist’s living environment, the vastness of the desert region.
Another part of the exhibited graphics shows perspective or axonometric orders with white, light
or black surfaces. Zittel underscores the spatial character with grey shadows and spans
rectangular areas between wall- or beam-like parts. The latter are created with watercolours
and gouache and, with their flowing yellow, brown, turquoise, and blue tones, contribute a
contrast to the stable structures. Examples of this group include Study for Cellular Grid #6
(2019), Study for Planar Configuration Variant #8 (2019), and Study for Planar Configuration
Variant #10 (2019). They resemble architectural floor plans and coffered ceilings (placed in an
indeterminate white space) and invite us to rediscover what is depicted in our own everyday life,
in structures and plots be it of streets, fields or homes. The artist herself refers to this group as
working drawings for the sculptural realizations Planar Configurations (e.g., built niches that can
be interpreted and used as bedding or seating). Even more, her private kitchen tiles or living
room tables are subjected to this concept.
The exhibition Works on Paper provides an insight into the abstract studies of Andrea Zittel. The
artist’s broadly based life-invasive work does not impose itself in her graphic works, but
shimmers through the watercolour technique, as it were, and stands out tentatively. Zittel’s
favourite question „how to live?“ is only heard through the paintings when one discovers the
abundant echoes therein: perhaps that of Walter Gropius‘ Director’s Room and thus of the
Weimar Bauhaus feeling („unity of all arts“), or perhaps of the space-conquering prouns of
Russian avant-garde artist El Lissitzky, or those of the boundlessly applied grids of
„architectural artist“ Piet Mondrian. Here, too, Andrea Zittel, her all-pervasive and versatile
structures have no limits.
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Courtesy the artist and Sprüth Magers // Study for Planar Configuration Variant #8, 2019 Watercolor and gouach on paper 55.9 × 76.2 cm 22 × 30 inches // Photo by Timo
Ohler // © Andrea Zittel
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Courtesy the artist and Sprüth Magers // Study for Cellular Grid #6, 2019 Watercolor and gouach on paper 57.5 × 76.2 cm 22 5/8 × 30 inches // Photo by Timo Ohler // ©
Andrea Zittel

